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To all whom it may concern,.

The weight of the operating-lever l) in rela;
Be it known that I, JOHN PFEIFER, a citi tion to the pivotal point is so arranged that
zen of the United States, residing at Spring it will return by gravity to its normal posi
field, in the county of Clark and State of tion after being pressed down by one of the 55
Ohio, have invented certain new `and useful keys in the row to which it corresponds,

Improvements in Adding-Machines, of which there being one operating-lever for each row

the following is a specification.
My invention relates to improvements in

of keys.

adding-machines.

projecting ends of the operating-levers Ö, and

`

Y

Arranged' across the machine above the

The object of my invention is to provide a journaled loosely on a transverse shaft, D, are ~

machine by which the operation of adding a counting-wheels D', there being one counting
column of figures may be reduced to a me wheel for each operating-lever, therefore for
chanical operation, the result being attained each row of keys. The counting-wheels D’
with mechanical accuracy.
are each provided with a laterally-proj ecting
My invention consists in the-various con
structions and combinations of parts, herein
after described, and pointed out in the claims.

rim, c, having on its face a series of notches

65

or ratchet-teeth, c', there being exactly one
hundred teeth on the said rim.

The clutch

In the accompanying drawings, which form C, which consists of a bell-crank lever', d,
a part of this specification, Figure l is a lon having' a pivoted pawl, d', connected to one 70
gitudinal sectional elevation view of a ma

30

35

45

SO

arm thereof, is adapted to engage with teeth
chine embodying my invention. Figx 2 is an on the rim c of said counting-wheel. Each
end elevation view of the same, some of the of the clutches O is connected to its oper
parts being broken away to show the interior ating-lever by small links b3, so that as the op=
mechanism. Fig. 3 is a plan view showing erating-lever is depressed at one end by one 75
the arrangement of the key-board. Fig'. et is of the keys of its series the clutch is corre
a detail view of one of the keys. Fig. 5 is a spondingly moved upon the shaft D, on
perspective view of a clutch and trip mech which it is pivoted, and, engaging with the
anism for operating the counting-wheels, some counting-wheel D', carries the same around
of the parts being broken away to better illus on said shaft to a distance corresponding to
trate the operation of the same. Fig. 6 is a the depression of the lever by said key.
perspective view in detail of different por
Each of the keys of a particular row is
tions of the same. Fig. '7 is a partial sectional adapted to be moved to a certain distance
elevation view of the clutch mechanism. Fig. and stop, aud thus move the counting-wheel
8 is a side elevation view in detail of a por a portion of a revolution corresponding to the 85
tion of the stop mechanism, hereinafter re particular key. For instance, the key marked
ferred to.
l is adapted to be stopped, so that the clutch
Like parts are indicated by similar letters O will move the counting-wheel a distance
of reference throughout the several views.
equal to just one notch of the series c’.
In the said drawings, A represents the outer The key marked 2 will move the operating 90
casing, which incloses the operating parts.
lever sufficiently to advance two notches, and
B is a key-board, which is provided with so on, each key depressed being adapted to
a series of keys, a, arranged in rows longi move the wheel a number of notches corre
tudinally along said key-board, each row of sponding to the number thereon. Now,.in
keys being numbered in series from l to 9, order to provide for stopping the counting 95
respectively, and as many rows being pro wheel when moved the number of notches
vided as there are figures across the column corresponding to the number of the key, I pro
to be added. The keys a a in each row rest vide a second lever, e, arranged parallel with
on an operating-lever, l), pivoted at b', and the operating-levert? and pivoted on the same
connected at its rear end to a clutch, O. A transverse shaft, b’. rl‘his stop-lever e is pro IOO
small spring, b2, is provided about the stem vided with a small projection, e', adapted to en
of each key to return it to its normal position. gage with teeth ev2 on the periphery of the count

à
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ing-Wheel, the number of teeth on the periph counting-wheels, operating-lever, and row of
ery of the wheel being exactly the same as the keys extend to the units, tens, hundreds, ôte.,
notches on the face of the projecting ring c. of a column of figures to be added, each 70

Each key a'is provided at the lower end of counting-wheel and indicating-wheel being

5 its stem with two bearing-faces, a’ a2, sepa
rated from each other by a distance corre

arranged, as above described, so that every
ten notches counted off on one wheel will pro
sponding with the distance the key is to be duce a movement equal to one notch of the

depressed. One of these bearing-faces, a', is Wheel of the next higher order.
75
Now, in order to prevent the indicating
adapted to operate on the operating-lever b.
The other, a2, is adapted when the key is de wheel of the tens-column from being moved
pressed to come against the stop-lever e and more than one notch when ten notches are
force the same into engagement with the counted off of the indicating-wheel of the
teeth on the periphery of the wheel, and thus units-column, I provide a second bell-crank Se
stop said wheel when the same has moved a lever, g, pivoted on the rod g2, one 'arm of
distance equal to the number of notches cor which is adapted to be engaged by the pro=
responding to the number on said key. It jections c2 immediately after one of said pro=
will thus be seen that as each key is depressed jections engages the arm lc8 of the operating
the counting-wheel is advanced a number of bell=crank, the other arm, g", of said bell-crank
notches corresponding to number on said key, being projected under the stop-lever e, located
the entire distance which the wheel moves by under the tens or next succeeding column.
a series of depressions of the said keys being By this construction as soon as the indicat
equal to the sum of the numbers read on the ing-wheel has moved one notch through the
said keys.

operation of the arm c5 of the bell-crank lever 90
Located on the transverse shaft E, j ust the stop projection e’ of its counting-wheel
25 above the key-board and within the casing will be brought in contact with the teeth on
A, is a series of indicating-wheels, E', each said indicating-wheel, and thus prevent fur
provided with a gear-wheel, E2, adapted to ther revolution thereof.
engage with the teeth e2 on the periphery of
The clutch C, as above described, is pro 95
the counting-wheel. These indicating-wheels vided with a pawl, d’,pivoted to a bell-crank
30 E’ are preferably made smaller than the arm, d, and engages with ratchet-teeth on the
counting-wheels, and are provided on their face of the projecting rim c. This pawl CZ’ is
periphery with numbers in series from O formed slightly U-shaped, as shown in Fig. 7,
to 9, four series, or forty in all, being pref and is bifurcated at one end and pivoted to IOO
erably used. The gear E2 is provided with a the bell-crank arm d at a point within the rim
35 number of teeth corresponding to the whole c, so that the outer end of said pawl d’ by
number of figures on the periphery of said gravity always remains in contact with the
wheel. Each of the indicating -wheels E’ teeth of said rim, the tendency of said pawl
stands opposite an opening, f, in the front of being to fall considerably beyond the face of 105
the casing A, through which the numeral on said rim, as indicated in dotted lines in Fig.
the periphery of ~ said wheel is adapted to 7. By this construction the engagement of
show. It will be seen that as each key of the the said pawl is insured without the use of
row is depressed the numeral corresponding springs or other devices likely to become dis
,
IIO
to that key will be moved, so as to appear at arranged or impaired by use.
The operation of the device as above de
the opening f in the casing.
The projecting rime of the counting-wheel scribed, it is thought, will be readily under
45
D’ is provided on its periphery with a series stood._ As' each key is depressed the count

of projections, c2, there being one projection ing-wheel corresponding to the operating-le
for every ten notches on the face of said rim.

ver of said key is moved a number of notches 115

Located within the casing A and pivoted on represented on said key. As each counting
50 a suitable rod, b”, are bell-crank levers b3, wheel is revolved the number of notches
one for each counting-wheel. The projections which it moves is registered at the opening f.
c2 are adapted as the arm is moved to come lVhen either counting -wheel moves ten
in Contact with the arm c3 of the bell-crank notches, the next succeeding counting-wheel

120

lever b3 opposite thereto, the other arm, c5, and its indicating-wheel are moved one notch.
55 on said bell-crank lever being provided with

In adding a column of figures the key in
the units-row corresponding to each figure in
the units-column isdepressed, and the result

a pawl, c7, adapt-ed to engage with the teeth
of the gear E2 of the indicating-wheel of the
next succeeding series. The projection c2 is
made of sufficient size so that the bell-crank
lever will be moved just sufficiently to ad

tens-row corresponding to each figure in the

vance the indicating-wheel of the next suc

tens-column are then depressed with a simi

will be registered by the indicating-wheels 125
through the openings f. The keys in the

ceeding series just one notch. Hence every lar result, the indicating-Wheel of the units
time ten notches are counted oit by the count column remaining unchanged while the other
ing-wheel the indicating-wheel of the next indicating-wheels are moved corresponding
to the numbers on the depressed keys. The
65 succeeding series will be moved one point.
" ' It willbe understood that the different in
operation is continued for each column rep
dicating-wheels of a series with the different resenting hundreds, thousands, &c., the result

¿rodete

IO

of any addition being disclosed by the indi operating-lever,tl1e key-stems being provided
cating-wheels as they appear at the openings with different bearing-faces adapted to en
f above and int front of the key-board.
gage said operating and stop levers, substan
I preferably provide one more indicating tially as and for the purpose set forth.
wheel E’ than there are rows of keys, thus
3. The combination, with an operating-le
giving greater latitude to the number of iig ver and its keys, as described, of a counting
ures in the respective columns which maybe wheel having a laterally-projecting rim and
added, if desired. Two more indicating ratchet-teeth on the face thereof, and a clutch
wheels may be applied, if desired, thus in mechanism consisting of a bell-crank 'and a
creasing the capacity of the machine still fur pivoted pawl connected to said operating-le

ther without increasing the number of keys. ver and adapted to engage with the teeth on
said projecting rim, said pawl being pivoted

It is of course understood that any number of

rows of keys may be employed to adapt the
machine to columns of figures of greater de
nominations.
The machine as above described, it will be
seen, is simple in its construction and accu
rate in its operation, the result of every addi

within said rim and extended outwardly and
downwardly, so as to engage by gravity with
the teeth on said rim, substantially as speci
fied.
4. The combination, with the counting

wheels, the indicating-wheels geared thereto,

tion being' shown at once by the indicating and a laterally-projecting rim with proj ec
wheels after the addition is completed.
tions on the periphery thereof, of a bell-crank
It will be understood that before begii'ining` lever adapted to be engaged on one arm by

an addition each of the indicating-wheels said projections and at the other to engage
should be turned so that zero or O appears at

with the indicating-wheel of the next higher

its opening. This is accomplished by depress order, and a stop-lever connection adapted to
25 ing the key of said indicating-wheel which be engaged by said projections and thus stop

corresponds to the difference between the the counting-wheel of the next higher order
number appearing at the opening and ten. when its indicating-wheel has moved one
For instance, if the figure 6 appears at the notch, substantially as speciiied.
opening of any indicating-wheel, by depress
5. The combination, in an adding-machine
30 ing the’key marked 4 of the series correspond of the outer casing, of the keys arranged in
ing to that wheel, Zero or O will appear on the

series, the operating-levers under said keys,

wheel at the opening' and the machine be counting-wheels connected to said levers by
ready for operation for a new column of suitable clutch mechanism, indicating-wheels

figures.

35

geared to said counting-wheels, said indicat
I-Iaving thus described my invention, I ing-wheels being provided with numerals on
claim
the periphery thereof adapted to show through

l. The combination, in an adding-machine, openings in said casing, stop-levers alongside
with a counting-wheel, a clutch mechanism, of said operating-lever and adapted to be en
and its operating-lever, of a Astop-lever ar gaged by a bearing-face on the key-stems and

ranged parallel with said operating-lever and provided with projections adapted to engage
and stop said counting-wheels when each key
with, and a series of keys arranged over said is depressed to the proper distance, and oper
levers, said key-stems each being provided ating mechanism adapted to move the indi
pivoted so as to move in a parallel plane there

with two bearing-faces adapted to engage the cating-wheel of one column when the ,count

45 respective levers, whereby the stop-lever is ing-wheel of the nekt preceding column has
forced into an engagement with the counting! moved ten notches, and stop mechanism

109

wheel when the key is depressed sufficiently adapted to stop said counting-wheel when it

to turn said counting-wheel a number of has moved one notch of the next succeeding
notches corresponding to the number on the indicating-wheel.
-

50 said key, substantially as speciiied.

In testimony whereof I have hereunto set
2. The combination, in an adding-machine, my hand this 25th day of August, A. D. 1888.
with a counting-wheel and its operating-lever
JOHN PFEIFER.
and a series of keys over said operating-lever,
lvitnesses:

of indicating-wheels geared to said counting

55 wheel, a stop-lever pivoted alongside of said

JOSHUA SCOTT,
W. I. GROVE.
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